Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) are promising for their potential anti-aging effects. However, findings in adults suggest that circulating BCAAs are associated with cardiometabolic risk. Moreover, little information is available about how BCAAs influence clustered cardiometabolic traits in the oldest-old (>85 years), which are the fastest-growing segment of the population in developed countries. Here, we applied a targeted metabolomics approach to measure serum BCAAs in Chinese participants (aged 21-110 years) based on a longevity cohort. The differences of quantitative and dichotomous cardiometabolic traits were compared across BCAAs tertiles. A generalized additive model (GAM) was used to explore the dose-response relationship between BCAAs and the risk of metabolic syndrome (MetS). Overall, BCAAs were correlated with most of the examined cardiometabolic traits. The odds ratios for MetS across the increasing BCAA tertiles were 3.22 (1.70 -6.12) and 5.27 (2.88 -9.94, referenced to tertile 1) after adjusting for age and gender (P trend < 0.001). The association still existed after further controlling for lifestyle factors and inflammation factors. However, the correlations between circulating BCAAs and quantitative traits were weakened in the oldest-old, except for lipids, the levels of which were distinctly different from those in adults. The stratified analysis also suggested that the risky BCAAs-MetS association was more pronounced in adults than in the oldest-old. Moreover, generalized additive model (GAM)-based curve-fitting suggested that only when BCAAs exceeded a threshold (approximately 450 μmol/L) was the BCAAs-MetS association significant. The relationship might be aging-dependent and was more pronounced in adults than in the oldest-old.
INTRODUCTION
Cardiometabolic disorders (CMDs) account for more than 30% of all deaths globally and should receive more attention because of the acceleration of aging worldwide [1, 2] . The oldest-old, i.e., those age 85 and older, are the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. population. Moreover, the evaluation of the nutritional status of the populatio and its association with CMD-related metabolic profiles has been considered a key component in comprehensive geriatric assessments (CGAs), which have been proven to be helpful for survival and for relieving the late-life burden of frailty [3] . Metabolic syndrome (MetS) and its components play important roles in the origin of CMDs [4] . The development of metabolomics has enabled the study of the role of small-molecule nutrients in CMDrelated metabolic phenotypes [5] . In contrast to genomic markers, metabolites are relatively dynamic and represent cellular activity and the effects of extrinsic exposures.
Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs), namely, leucine, isoleucine, and valine, are a cluster of essential amino acids that cannot be synthesized de novo. BCAAs play crucial roles in development and aging [6] . Circulating BCAAs are directly taken up by skeletal muscle and used for energy, muscle repair, or building. Thus, BCAAs are essential in the maintenance of muscle content and anabolic effects because they improve protein synthesis, decrease the rate of protein degradation [7] , and result in a positive net energy balance. BCAAs were first found to prolong chronological life in yeast and were thereafter marked as potential candidates for promoting survival [8] . Then, in male mice, an original BCAA mixture was proven to extend the average life span, and the mechanism was related to increased mitochondrial biogenesis and reduced oxidative stress in cardiac and skeletal muscles via endothelial nitric oxide synthasemediated mechanisms [9] .
Despite the beneficial anti-aging findings in animal models, most observational studies in humans have suggested the opposite effect. Based on primarily middleaged and young-elderly subjects, circulating BCAAs have been reported to be risk factors for obesity, diabetes and coronary artery disease [10] [11] [12] [13] , and these findings have even dramatically led the public to consider BCAAs as adverse ingredients. Human aging is characteristically accompanied by a progressive loss of skeletal muscle mass, i.e., sarcopenia, which might be attributable to a potential age-related stratification of muscle anabolism and metabolic balance [14] . Moreover, because skeletal muscle is at the core of metabolic homeostasis, older subjects might possess a distinct metabolic status due to frailty, with associated muscle mass decline compared to adults. However, because few subjects aged over 85 years have been included in the existing observational studies about the relationship between BCAAs and cardiometabolic traits, little is known about how circulating BCAAs influence these factors in the oldest-old.
To fill this gap in knowledge, we applied a targeted metabolomics approach to determine the whole-lifespan profile of circulating BCAA levels with chronological ages based on a subset of longitudinal longevity cohort covering a wide age range (21 to 110 years). Further, we assessed the association of BCAAs with MetS and its components while considering the confounding factors of aging stage and gender.
RESULTS
Of the 611 included participants, 317 (51.9%) were men, and 109 (17.8%) displayed symptoms consistent with the diagnosis of MetS (Table 1) . The average (standard deviation, SD) concentrations of total BCAAs, valine, leucine, and isoleucine were 432.0 (95.8), 236.8 (50.7), 125.8 (30.4) , and 69.3 (18.0) μmol/L, respectively. Subjects with higher BCAA levels were more likely to be younger and male. Additionally, with increasing circulating BCAAs, subjects tended to have elevated body mass index (BMI), fasting plasma glucose (FPG), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), triglycerides (TG), and a greater number of accumulated cardiometabolic dichotomous traits, with the exception of reduced high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) (all adjusted P trend <0.05).
The correlation between BCAAs (both individual components and overall amino acids) and quantitative cardiometabolic phenotypes were analyzed. Overall, BCAAs were positively correlated with fasting glucose, C-peptide and TG and were negatively correlated with HDL-C. However, the stratified analysis by aging stage revealed an obviously age-dependent profile between the adults and the oldest-old subgroup. Compared with the adults, the oldest-old exhibited a distinct pattern in the correlations between circulating BCAAs and most quantitative traits. Specifically, the oldest-old showed weakened correlations related to glycemic traits, blood pressure, and HDL-C and increased correlations related to blood lipids compared with the adults. Regarding the inflammation markers, the adults and oldest-old even presented an opposite weak correlation with BCAAs levels (Figure 1) . The further stratified analysis by gender also revealed that a potential gender-specific difference existed in both adults and the oldest-old subjects (Supplementary Figure 1) . Regarding the patterns of dichotomous cardiometabolic traits, circulating BCAAs were found to be higher in subjects with MetS, obesity and hypertriglyceridemia compared with the corresponding control groups (P < 0.001; Figure 2A -2C). No differences existed between the BCAAs and the other three dichotomous traits, namely, hypo-HDL-cholesterolemia, hypertension and impaired fasting glucose (IFG) ( Figure  2D-2F) .
Taking the subjects in the lowest BCAA tertile as the reference group, the odds ratios (ORs) for MetS, obesity and hypertriglyceridemia presented an increasing trend across the middle and high tertiles (P trend < 0.001) (model 1). After adjusting for age, gender (model 2) and additionally controlling for smoking status, alcohol drinking, tea drinking, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP) and interleukin-6 (IL6), associations of BCAAs with MetS and hypertriglyceridemia were also present (P trend < 0.05; model 3) ( Table 2 ).
When the BCAA concentration was considered as a continuous variable, based on a generalized additive model, we fit a smooth curve that presented the doseresponse relationship between BCAAs and the logORs for MetS (P smooth terms <0.001, edf = 2.646), which suggested a cut-off threshold existed and corresponded to the intersection of the red horizontal line of logORs = 0 and the lower 95% confidence intervals (CIs) curve. This threshold decided whether BCAAs were associated with the risk of MetS (Figure 3 ). BCAAs could be considered risk biomarkers for MetS only when the serum concentration exceeded this threshold (approximately 450 μmol/L). Additionally, histogram suggested a plausible normal distribution in our study participants.
Although the overall OR for MetS was 1.57 (1.27-1.94) per 1-SD increment of BCAAs in the multivariable adjusted models, the stratified analysis suggested the BCAAs-MetS association was more pronounced in adults, obese individuals, current smokers, and participants with no habit of drinking tea compared with their counterparts (Figure 4 ). In the oldest-old and non-obese subjects, the risky BCAAs-MetS association was not observed. No interaction was detected (all P interaction > 0.05).
Finally, based on the GAM, we fit a smooth regression curve that represented a continuous relationship between chronological age (21 to 110 years) and serum BCAAs (P smooth terms <0.001, edf = 5.146; Figure 5 ). A plausible dynamic pattern of circulating BCAA levels with human aging was indicated. Before reaching 60 years of age, circulating BCAAs were stable at a high level (at approximately 450 μmol/L), and in the next 25 years, the level declined rapidly until 90 years old, when the BCAAs became stable at a low level (at approximately 370 μmol/L), which was highly consistent with the trend of aging-related muscle mass decline.
DISCUSSION
Recently, BCAAs have come under the academic spotlight as essential metabolic intermediates and positive correlation, and dark blue indicates a more negative correlation; white indicates no correlation. We present the corresponding heatmaps for the overall cohort, the adults and the oldest-old subjects. nutrient signals. However, the reputation of BCAAs is still paradoxical [6, 9, 10, [15] [16] [17] [18] . Some studies suggest BCAAs might improve metabolism and simultaneously prolong lifespan, while other studies suggest that BCAAs are metabolic risk biomarkers or even the immediate cause of deterioration in insulin sensitivity.
Although the pace of global aging is increasing rapidly, most of the medical guidelines for elderly subjects are still derived from studies of adults. In the present study, based on a cohort with a wide age range (21 to 110 years), we studied the relationship between circulating BCAAs and cardiometabolic traits, and we were the first to find that this relationship is age-dependent. Moreover, we examined the relationship between BCAA concentrations and chronological age across whole-lifespan and found that BCAAs can act as risk biomarkers for most quantitative and dichotomous cardiometabolic traits, such as MetS, only when their concentrations exceeded a certain threshold. These findings are of particular significance because they suggest that BCAAs might not be risk biomarkers of cardiometabolic traits in elderly subjects who suffer from different levels of malnutrition.
In general, we identified a positive correlation between BCAAs and cardiometabolic traits. According to the tertiles of BCAA levels, we found that BMI, FPG, LDL-C, TG and the accumulated number of cardiometabolic dichotomous traits increased with increases in BCAAs (Table 1) . Many studies in humans and rodent models support the view that circulating BCAAs are associated with obesity and insulin resistance metabolic disorders [10, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . However, BCAAs have been considered to be beneficial for the regulation of body weight, muscle protein synthesis, glucose homeostasis, lipid metabolism, and the aging process in other studies [16, 17, 24] . This inconsistency is difficult to understand.
The reason and mechanism underlying these conflicting findings should be carefully considered, and there are at least two areas of improvement. Firstly, cohorts with wide age range are needed, especially cohorts that include the elderly and oldest-old, which have rarely been included but should be valued because of the acceleration of aging worldwide. It has been reported that BCAAs can trigger different and even opposite effects, depending on the catabolic or anabolic states of the organisms [25] . Indeed, human aging is accompanied by a potential shift from an anabolic state (early and midlife) to a catabolic state (late life). Secondly, there is lack of both reference measurement procedures and reference ranges for BCAAs. Therefore, it is difficult to compare data from different studies because of their non-standardized origins. Moreover, to define a biomarker, we should know its doseresponse relationship and thresholds. Additionally, it is also necessary to understand the baseline dynamic profile of circulating BCAAs with human aging to precisely assess the role of BCAAs at different ages.
We conducted an analysis that was stratified by aging stage and revealed a distinct aging-dependent correlation between circulating BCAAs and quantitative cardiometabolic phenotypes (Figure 1) . Generally, BCAAs were associated with cardiometabolic phenotypes more strongly in the adult subgroup; however, regarding the older subjects, the correlations weakened. These findings are consistent with our previous hypothesis that aging might be accompanied by a potential shift from an anabolic state (early and midlife) to a catabolic state (late life), which might have been neglected in most previous studies that included a few oldest-old participants aged over 85 years.
In the analysis of the dichotomous cardiometabolic traits, we found that circulating BCAAs were significantly higher in the participants with MetS, obesity and hypertriglyceridemia relative to their counterparts (Figure 2A-2C) . These three traits, especially hypertriglyceridemia, are all closely linked to high-fat diets and alcohol use [26] . However, regarding the other dichotomous traits, which are not directly influenced by high-fat diets, no differences were observed ( Figure  2D-2F ). We fit a smooth curve that presented the doseresponse relationship between BCAAs and the log-ORs for MetS and suggested that BCAAs were associated with MetS only when the BCAA levels exceeded a threshold (approximately 450 μmol/L; Figure 3) . To some extent, the threshold cut-off might simply reflect a switching from an anabolic state to a catabolic state. The multivariable adjusted stratified analysis suggested the BCAAs-MetS association was more pronounced in middle-aged adults, obese individuals, current smokers, and participants with no habit of drinking tea compared with their counterparts (Figure 4 ). We should also notice potential confounding effects from lifestyle factors. At least, smoking is risky and tea drinking is protective for the association between BCAA and MetS. Moreover, from the lifespan perspective, Figure 3 : Log-transformed odds ratios for MetS by circulating BCAA levels. The lines represent the log-transformed odds ratios (95%CI) based on a generalized additive model (GAM) for BCAA levels. The cutoff point of the log ORs is 0, which corresponds to 1 on the ORs cutoff point. The bars represent the probability density, and 10 equally sized bins were set. P smooth terms <0.001, and the estimated degrees of freedom for the model terms, namely, edf = 2.646. www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget we found that the BCAA level and chronological age were highly synchronized ( Figure 5 ). In the adult phase, BCAAs were stable at a high level with an ideal muscle mass percentage, and the subjects were partly in a state of hypernutrition. Within the next 25 years, the circulating BCAAs declined rapidly. This decline was accompanied by a reduction of muscle mass, and the subjects switched to a state of malnutrition. It has been reported that whole body protein synthesis in humans (g/kg body weight/ day) drastically decreases with age, being 3.0 in adults, and 1.9 in elderly subjects [27] . Because aging and systematic degeneration might have a potential influence, and
Figure 4: Stratified analysis of the association [odds ratios (95% confidence intervals)] between circulating BCAA levels (per 1-SD increment) and MetS.
a Adjusted for age, gender, smoking status, alcohol drinking, tea drinking, C-reactive protein and interleukin-6, stratifying factors excepted. the findings in adults and older subjects are difficult to compare, it is necessary to evaluate the role of circulating BCAAs according to aging stage.
We believe that circulating BCAAs per se might not causally increase the risk of insulin resistance. Firstly, although BCAAs can activate mTORC1, they are not necessary or sufficient to trigger insulin resistance [28] . Secondly, insulin resistance or metabolic deficits can decrease BCAA catabolism [12] . Therefore, in the adult stage, circulating BCAAs are more likely to be a consequence of, and act as markers of, the loss of insulin action. Thirdly, in addition to s catabolism, circulating BCAAs are also influenced by a BCAA-containing diet. Other ingredients contained in the diet, such as lipids, might confound the real relationship between BCAAs and cardiometabolic traits in subjects who are more exposed to high-fat diets, such as men and smokers compared with women and non-smokers. Fourth, in the older subjects experiencing decline in both their digestive system and their dental chewing ability compared with adults, the real role of BCAAs might be detected because they are physiologically removed from the diet-related confounds.
Furthermore, dietary supplementation with BCAAs has been reported to elicit anti-aging effects [29] . Even for elderly diabetes patients, a long-term randomized study suggested that BCAA supplementation could improve metabolic control [30] . Therefore, the findings regarding circulating BCAAs in middle-aged subjects might more likely reflect potential confounding risk factors related to food, such as fat and carbohydrates, unless the subjects are extremely limited in terms of dietary components.
Based on a cohort with a wide age range, the present study is the first to examine the relationship between BCAAs and a set of cardiometabolic traits and found that this relationship is age-dependent. Only when people were in the adult stage and their circulating BCAAs were above a certain threshold of concentration could BCAAs act as a risk biomarker for most of the cardiometabolic traits. Several limitations should be considered in the future. First, due to the cross-sectional design of the study, we were unable to establish causality. As this study was based on a subset of our ongoing longevity cohort, we will dedicate prospective study on this issue in the future. Secondly, due to a lack of data about the diets and calories additive model (GAM) was applied to fit a smooth curve according to our participants (21 to 110 years old). P smooth terms <0.001, and the estimated degrees of freedom for the model terms, namely, edf = 5.146. As a nutrient-related metabolomics biomarker, BCAAs might link more to malnutrition in the oldest-old subjects due to factors such as sarcopenia and frailty rather than hypernutrition-related cardiometabolic diseases in adults. of our subjects, we did not perform the corresponding analyses. Thirdly, how body composition is involved in circulating BCAAs, cardiometabolic traits and human aging remains unknown. Our study demonstrated for the first time that increased circulating BCAAs are associated with most cardiometabolic traits, including MetS, in a Chinese cohort with a wide age range (21-110 years). The relationship might be age-dependent and was obviously more pronounced in adults than in the oldest-old. From the perspective of gerontology, these findings highlight the importance of nutrients as biomarkers that should be included in the CGAs in old age, which is a distinct physiological stage from adulthood.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study participants
The current study was a cross-sectional study based on a subset of the Longevity and Health of Aging Population in Guangxi China (LHAPGC) Cohort in Yongfu County [31] , which was qualified as a Chinese Longevity Town by the Geriatric Society of China in 2007. The participants were recruited between 2008-2016 by a quota and judgment sampling method that covered nearly all the oldest-old and young control subjects in each village of Yongfu County. According to the sufficiency of the remaining volume of serum for mass spectrometry assays, 611 eligible subjects aged 21 to 110 years were included in the present study (317 men and 294 women). All of the participants self-reported as being of Han nationality.
This study was conducted according to the guidelines laid out in the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing Hospital. All participants or their guardians provided written informed consent.
Data collection
Trained and qualified personnel conducted the household visits. Information about demographic variables, health status, current smoking (yes or no), alcohol drinking (yes or no) and tea drinking (yes or no) were obtained using a standardized questionnaire. The peripheral fasting serum samples were separated for laboratory testing of the lipid and glucose parameters using previously described methods [32] . Serum samples were isolated and stored at -80°C until analysis.
Serum BCAAs measurement
As previously reported, a targeted metabolomics approach based on isotope dilution liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) method was adopted for BCAAs measurement [21, 33] . Briefly, 0.05 mL aliquots of calibrators or serum samples were mixed with 0.05 mL of the isotopically labeled internal standard solution. The amino acids were extracted with 0.4 mL of acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid and analyzed using LC/MS/MS with positive electronic spray ionization in the multiple-reaction monitoring mode. MS/ MS was carried out on an API4000 triple quadruple mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems, USA).
Cardiometabolic traits
We studied the following quantitative cardiometabolic phenotypes: 1) glycemic traits including FPG, hemoglobin A1c (HBA1c), and fasting C-peptide; 2) diastolic and systolic blood pressure; 3) lipid metabolism including HDL-C, LDL-C, total cholesterol (TC), and TG; and 4) inflammation markers including hsCRP and IL6. Prior to the analysis, the variable fasting C-peptide was transformed to the natural logarithmic scale.
Additionally, we studied six dichotomous cardiometabolic traits, including MetS, obesity, hypertriglyceridemia, hypo-HDL-cholesterolemia, IFG and hypertension. The diagnoses of MetS and its components were made according to the criteria provided by the Chinese Diabetes Society (2004) [34] .
Statistical methods
Continuous variables of normal distribution were presented as mean ±SD; non-normal variables were presented as median (interquartile range). For continuous variables, covariance analysis was conducted to compute the difference across the BCAA tertiles, and for the categorical variables, multivariate logistic regression was conducted to compute the differences across the BCAA tertiles. When appropriate, log10 transformations of skewed variables were used in the analyses.
We conducted non-parametric Spearman correlation analyses to describe the correlations between circulating BCAA levels and cardiometabolic quantitative phenotypes.
The unconditional multivariate logistic regression model was used to estimate the ORs and their 95% CIs for binary outcomes, such as MetS, for each BCAA tertile compared with the lowest tertile with adjustments for age (continuous), gender, current smoking status (yes, no), alcohol drinking (yes, no), and tea drinking (yes, no).
We applied a GAM, which replaced the linear form ∑ β j j X with a sum of smooth functions ∑ ( )
S X j j
to fit a smooth curve for a continuous dose-response relationship between circulating BCAA level and MetS risk, with an increment of per unit BCAAs. The GAM uses a link function to establish a relationship between the mean of the response variable and a "smoothed" function of the explanatory variable(s). These models are useful when the relationship between variables is expected to be complex and not easily fit to standard linear or non-linear models [35] . Stratified analyses were performed according to aging stage (adults: age <75 years and oldest-old: age >85 years), gender, BMI category (<25, ≥25), current smoking status, alcohol drinking, and tea drinking. The ORs (95% CIs) were calculated in logistic models with a 1-SD increment used for the odds ratio calculations. In addition, likelihood ratio tests were conducted to examine interactions.
Moreover, a GAM was also used to find a plausible smooth curve for a continuous relationship between circulating BCAA level and chronological lifespan (21 to 110 years) to find clues about the dynamics of BCAAs in relation to human aging. Two-sided P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed with STATA 10.0 software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) and the statistics package R version 3.0.2 (R Development Core Team 2013).
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